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Bang Ditto Sep 30 2019
Actor/poet Amber Tamblyn
breakthrough poetry collection
transcends expectations,
reveling in humor, warmth, and
the mastery of poetic form
The Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants Mar 17 2021 A tie-in to
the new major motion picture
based on the novel by Ann
Brashares includes more than
one hundred photos of the allstar cast, which includes Alexis
Bledel and Amber Tamblyn.
Original.
3 Willows Feb 25 2022 It is a
new summer. And a new
sisterhood. Come grow with
them. Summer is a time to
grow seeds Polly has an idea
that she can't stop thinking
about, one that involves
changing a few things about
herself. She's setting her sights
on a more glamorous life, but
it's going to take all of her
focus. At least that way she
won't have to watch her friends
moving so far ahead.rootsJo is
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spending the summer at her
family's beach house, working
as a busgirl and bonding with
the older, cooler girls she'll see
at high school come
September. She didn't count on
a brief fling with a cute boy
changing her entire summer.
Or feeling embarrassed by her
middle-school friends. And she
didn't count on her family at
all. . . leaves Ama is not an
outdoorsy girl. She wanted to
be at an academic camp, doing
research in an air-conditioned
library, earning As. Instead her
summer scholarship lands her
on a wilderness trip full of
flirting teenagers, blisters,
impossible hiking trails, and a
sad lack of hair products.
The Sisterhood of the
Travelling Pants Nov 05 2022
During their first summer
apart, four teenage girls, best
friends since earliest
childhood, stay in touch
through a shared pair of
secondhand jeans that
magically adapts to each of
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their figures and affects their
attitudes to their different
summer experiences.
The Last Summer Jul 21 2021 A
first adult novel by the bestselling author of the Sisterhood
of the Traveling Pants series
finds a trio of summer friends,
including a pair of sisters and a
young man entering an early
adulthood, marked by budding
love, sexual curiosity, a sudden
serious illness, and a deep
secret. 600,000 first printing.
The Whole Thing Together Jun
07 2020 A beautifully written
novel about love, class
differences, and betrayal
playing out over the course of a
fractured American family’s
Long Island summer from #1
New York Times bestselling
author Ann Brashares, author
of the Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants series. “A
gorgeously written novel on
love, loss and family.”
—NICOLA YOON, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of
Everything, Everything
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Summer for Sasha and Ray
means the sprawling old house
on Long Island. Since they
were children, they’ve shared
almost everything—reading the
same books, running down the
same sandy footpaths to the
beach, eating peaches from the
same market, laughing around
the same sun-soaked dining
table. Even sleeping in the
same bed, on the very same
worn cotton sheets. But they’ve
never met. Sasha’s dad was
once married to Ray’s mom,
and together they had three
daughters: Emma, the
perfectionist; Mattie, the
beauty; and Quinn, the favorite.
But the marriage crumbled and
the bitterness lingered. Now
there are two new
families—and neither one will
give up the beach house that
holds the memories, happy and
sad, of summers past. The
choices we make come back to
haunt us; the effect on our
destinies ripples out of our
control . . . or does it? This
summer, the lives of Sasha,
Ray, and their siblings intersect
in ways none of them ever
dreamed, in a novel about
family relationships, keeping
secrets, and most of all, love. ★
“Masterful.” —PW, Starred ★
“A continuous, consistently
engrossing narrative . . . deeply
moving.” —The Bulletin,
Starred “A gorgeous
exploration of family, secrets,
and love.” —Teen Vogue “You
absolutely must read it.”
—PopCrush An Amazon Best of
the Month Selection A Teen
Choice Book Award nominee!
3 Willows Nov 12 2020 In this
follow-up novel to the #1 New
York Times bestselling
Sisterhood of the Traveling
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Pants series, it's time to
discover a new sisterhood. A
story of growing up, friendship,
and understanding yourself,
about three girls enjoying one
last summer before high
school. summer is a time to
grow seeds Polly has an idea
that she can't stop thinking
about, one that involves
changing a few things about
herself. She's setting her sights
on a more glamorous life, but
it's going to take all of her
focus. At least that way she
won't have to watch her friends
moving so far ahead. roots Jo is
spending the summer at her
family's beach house, working
as a busgirl and bonding with
the older, cooler girls she'll see
at high school come
September. She didn't count on
a brief fling with a cute boy
changing her entire summer.
Or feeling embarrassed by her
middle school friends. And she
didn't count on her family at
all. . . leaves Ama is not an
outdoorsy girl. She wanted to
be at an academic camp, doing
research in an air-conditioned
library, earning A's. Instead her
summer scholarship lands her
on a wilderness trip full of
flirting teenagers, blisters,
impossible hiking trails, and a
sad lack of hair products.
“Brashares gets her characters’
emotions and interactions just
right.” --Publishers Weekly
"Like the previous Pants books,
this one will travel from girl to
girl." --Kirkus Reviews
The Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants 2 May 31 2022 As their
lives take them in different
directions, Lena, Tibby,
Carmen, and Bridget discover
many more things about
themselves and the importance
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of their relationship with each
other.
The Prettiest Jun 27 2019 The
Prettiest is an incisive,
empowering novel by Brigit
Young about standing up for
yourself and those around you.
“All middle school girls AND
boys (especially boys!) should
read this book.” —Alan Gratz,
New York Times–bestselling
author of Refugee THE
PRETTIEST: It’s the last thing
Eve Hoffmann expected to be,
the only thing Sophie Kane
wants to be, and something
Nessa Flores-Brady knows
she’ll never be . . . until a list
appears online, ranking the top
fifty prettiest girls in the eighth
grade. Eve, ranked number
one, can't ignore how everyone
is suddenly talking about her
looks—and her body. Sophie,
always popular and put
together, feels lower than ever
when she's bullied for being
number two. Nessa isn't on the
list at all, but she doesn't care.
Or does she? Eve, Nessa, and
Sophie are determined to get
justice—or at least revenge.
But as these unlikely vigilantes
become fiercely loyal friends,
they discover that the real
triumph isn't the takedown. It's
the power that comes from
lifting one another up. A
Chicago Public Library Best
Book of 2020
Sisterhood Everlasting Jan 03
2020 Now grown up, the
sisterhood, despite having jobs
and men that they love, each
knows that something is
missing: the closeness that
once sustained them.
How Do I Feel? Jul 09 2020 A
dictionary of emotions for
children ; with 60 definitions to
help children identify and
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understand their emotions.
Includes parent/teacher notes.
Era of Ignition May 07 2020 A
passionate and deeply personal
exploration of feminism during
divisive times from one of the
founders of Time’s Up: actor,
filmmaker, and activist Amber
Tamblyn. “A work of personal
upheaval and political
reckoning.”—Rebecca Traister,
New York Times bestselling
author of Good and Mad Amber
Tamblyn has emerged as an
outspoken advocate for
women’s rights. But she wasn’t
always so bold and selfpossessed. In her late twenties,
after a particularly low period
fueled by rejection and
disillusionment, she grabbed
hold of her own destiny and
entered into what she calls an
Era of Ignition—a time of selfreflection that follows in the
wake of personal upheaval and
leads us to challenge the status
quo. In the process of
undergoing this
metamorphosis, she realized
that our country is going
through an Era of Ignition of its
own, and she set about
agitating for change by
initiating a dialogue about
gender inequality. In this
deeply personal exploration of
modern feminism, she
addresses misogyny and
discrimination, reproductive
rights and sexual assault, white
feminism and pay parity—all
through the lens of her own
experiences as well as those of
her Sisters in Solidarity. At
once an intimate meditation
and a public reckoning, Era of
Ignition is a galvanizing
feminist manifesto that is
required reading for anyone
who wants to help change the
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world for the better.
The Whole Thing Together Mar
29 2022 The new YA sensation
from bestselling author of
Sisterhood of the Travelling
Pants, Ann Brashares. Perfect
for fans of Zoella, Nicola Yoon,
Jennifer Niven and Cathy
Cassidy. Ray and Sasha share a
bedroom, they have
overlapping circles of friends
and the same sisters - but
they've never met. Once,
Sasha's dad and Ray's mum
were married, and had three
daughters. But the marriage
crumbled. Now there are two
new families with two new
children, Sasha and Ray, and
during the summer months
they alternate sharing a
rambling beach house.
Teenagers now, Ray and Sasha
find themselves becoming more
and more curious about each
other.When they finally meet,
it's a summer filled with
romance and secrets...and a
tragedy that will break or heal
their families for ever.
My Name Is Memory Jun 19
2021 Daniel tells me that he's
always loved me. That I feel the
same. That I always have. Not
just in this life, but in my last
life, and all my lives before. But
I don't remember him. He says
he is always searching for me.
Always hoping that one day I
will remember. But it is only he
that carries the memory of our
love. I know that finding true
love is never easy. Perhaps you
have fought for it. Perhaps, like
Daniel, you have endured the
pain of it being unrequited. But
I hope your quest ends happily.
I hope you never have to face
the heartbreak that inevitably
awaits us. This is our
extraordinary, unforgettable
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story.
The Here and Now Nov 24
2021 Seventeen-year-old
Prenna James emigrated to
New York when she was
twelve. But Prenna didn't come
from a different country, she
came from a different time - a
future where a mosquito-borne
illness has mutated into a
pandemic, killing millions and
leaving the world in ruins.
Prenna and the others who
escaped to the present day
must follow a strict set of rules:
never reveal where they're
from, never interfere with
history, and never, ever be
intimate with anyone outside
their community. Prenna does
as she's told, believing she can
help prevent the plague that
will one day ravage the earth
and take the lives of her
younger brothers. But
everything changes when she
falls for Ethan. She might be
able to save the world ... if she
lets go of the one thing she's
found to hold on to.
Every Little Secret Sep 10
2020 ‘A fast-paced, twisty story
. . . A thrilling read’ Catherine
Cooper, bestselling author of
The Chalet
Beggar and Bluebird Apr 05
2020
Blake Lively Apr 17 2021 "It
Girl" Blake Lively is on her way
to the top and the trip looks
like smooth sailing all the way!
When she auditioned for 2005's
The Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants, her resume boasted one
credit: playing the tooth fairy in
one of her father's films. But
the unknown landed the role of
Bridget and hasn't looked back.
(continued) Today, she is one of
the stars of The CW's Gossip
Girl as bad girl-gone-good
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Serena van der Woodsen. And
in 2008, she reunited with
Alexis Bledel, America Ferrera
and Amber Tamblyn for the
Traveling Pants sequel. Blake
Lively is one of Hollywood's
most appealing young talents.
Get all the facts and inside
scoop on this rising star.
Forever in Blue Aug 29 2019
Join the four best friends as
they finish their first year of
college and dive into a summer
of excitement. Bridget journeys
to Turkey on an archaeological
dig. Carmen plunges into the
hectic, creative world of
summer theater in Vermont.
Lena discovers new love and
old heartbreak at the Rhode
Island School of Design. Tibby
takes a big step in her
relationship with Brian in the
Big Apple.
The Sisterhood Jan 27 2022
“Moody and atmospheric.”
—Booklist Sixteen-year-old Lil
stumbles across a dangerous
secret while searching for her
missing sister in this gripping
thriller that’s perfect for fans of
Karen McManus and A.S. King.
Sixteen-year-old Lil’s heart was
broken when her sister Mella
disappeared. There’s been no
trace or sighting of her since
she vanished, so when Lil sees
a girl lying in the road near her
house she thinks for a heartstopping moment that it’s
Mella. The girl is injured and
disoriented and Lil has no
choice but to take her home,
even though she knows
something’s not right. The girl
claims she’s from a peaceful
community called The
Sisterhood of the Light, but
why then does she have
strange marks down her arms,
and what—or who—is she
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running from?
Girls in Pants Dec 26 2021
The Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants graduates from high
school and spends their last
summer before college learning
about life and themselves.
Suggested level: secondary.
Sisterhood Everlasting
(Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants) Oct 04 2022 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Four friends One sisterhood
Ten years later, the story
continues On the cusp of
turning thirty, Tibby, Lena,
Carmen, and Bridget are now
living separate lives, out on
their own. Yet despite having
jobs and men that they love,
each knows that something is
missing: the closeness that
once sustained them. Carmen
is a successful actress in New
York, engaged to be married,
but misses her friends. Lena
finds solace in her art, teaching
in Rhode Island, but still thinks
of Kostos and the road she
didn’t take. Bridget lives with
her longtime boyfriend, Eric, in
San Francisco, and though a
part of her wants to settle
down, a bigger part can’t seem
to shed her old restlessness.
Then Tibby reaches out to
bridge the distance, sending
the others plane tickets for a
reunion that they all
breathlessly await. And indeed,
it will change their lives
forever—but in ways that none
of them could ever have
expected. Look for special
features inside. Join the Circle
for author chats and more.
Dark Sparkler Dec 02 2019
The lives of more than twentyfive actresses lost before their
time—from Marilyn Monroe to
Brittany Murphy—explored in a
4/7

haunting, provocative new
work by an acclaimed poet and
actress. Amber Tamblyn is both
an award-winning film and
television actress and an
acclaimed poet. As such she is
deeply fascinated—and
intimately familiar—with the
toll exacted from young women
whose lives are offered in
sacrifice as starlets. The stories
of these actresses, both famous
and obscure-tragic stories of
suicide, murder, obscurity, and
other forms of death—inspired
this empathic and emotionally
charged collection of new
poetic work. Featuring subjects
from Marilyn Monroe and
Frances Farmer to Dana Plato
and Brittany Murphy—and
paired with original artwork
commissioned for the book by
luminaries including David
Lynch, Adrian Tomine, Marilyn
Manson, and Marcel
Dzama—Dark Sparkler is a
surprising and provocative
collection from a young artist
of wide-ranging talent,
culminating in an extended,
confessional epilogue of
astonishing candor and poetic
command.
The Summer that Changed
Everything Jan 15 2021 The
roots of the willow tree are
remarkable for their strength
... Ama, desperate to live up to
her family's expectations, finds
herself on an outdoor
adventure summer camp. Can
she stick it out or will this be
the first time in her life she's
ever failed anything ...?
Tomboy, loner Polly discovers
that her grandmother used to
be a model and decides she's
going to follow in her footsteps
- even if it means starving
herself to get thin. Jo's parents'
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are still grieving the death of
her older brother and she's
stuck in the middle of their
messy divorce. She's got her
own problems this summer too
- has she made a mistake by
turning her back on her old
friends? Having let their
friendship fade, can these three
girls, with their three very
different lives, struggle
through the summer without
each other, or will they realise
they've made a mistake?
Keep in Touch Oct 24 2021 A
companion to the film based on
Ann Brashare's novel, "The
Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants," offers a series of
letters, notes, lists, and other
writings by and about the four
main characters, Bridget,
Carmen, Lena, and Tibby.
Girls In Pants Sep 03 2022
The third tantalising book in
the story of the Travelling
Pants and the four friends who
wear them. The Pants first
came to us at the perfect
moment - when we were
heading our separate ways for
the first time. It was two
summers ago when they first
worked their magic, and last
summer when they shook up
our lives once again. You see,
we don't wear the Pants yearround. We let them rest so they
are extra powerful when
summer comes. Now we're
facing our last summer
together. In September we go
to college. And it's not like one
of those TV shows where all of
us magically turn up at the
same college. We're going to
four different colleges in four
different cities. So this is really,
really big. Our shared
childhood is ending. We're
headed off to start our real
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lives. Tomorrow night we'll
launch the Pants on their third
summer voyage. Tomorrow
begins the time of our lives. It's
when we'll need our Pants the
most...
Forever in Blue Jul 01 2022
As their lives take them in
different directions, Lena,
Tibby, Carmen, and Bridget
discover many more things
about themselves and the
importance of their relationship
with each other.
Dinosaur Club: The T-Rex
Attack Feb 02 2020 Travel
through time to the world of
the dinosaurs in this exciting
prehistoric fiction series for
children. Jamie has just moved
to Ammonite Bay, a stretch of
coastline famed for its fossils.
Lots of dinosaur fans visit
Ammonite Bay to search for
fossils, and Jamie is one of the
biggest dinosaur fans ever.
He's a member of the Dinosaur
Club - a network of kids around
the world who share dinosaur
knowledge. They help each
other identify fossils, post new
dino discoveries, and chat
about all things prehistoric.
Jamie takes his tablet
everywhere, just in case he
needs to contact the Club.
Jamie is exploring Ammonite
Bay when he meets Tess. Tess
is a member of Dinosaur Club
who lives in Ammonite Bay too.
She shows Jamie around,
including her favourite place a secret cave with fossils all
over the walls. But what's that
strange tunnel at the back?
Together they go through the
tunnel and they discover some
dinosaur footprints. Jamie and
Tess walk along them...and the
two new friends find
themselves in the Cretaceous!
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With actual dinosaurs! It's
amazing, but dangerous too and they'll definitely need help
from the Dinosaur Club... In
this adventure, Jamie and Tess
meet Wanna - a new dinosaur
friend. However, they soon
learn that not all dinosaurs are
so friendly, when they
encounter the T.rex - the King
of the dinosaurs!
Joseph's Donkey Aug 10 2020
The Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants Aug 02 2022
Once there was a pair of
ordinary jeans. However, these
jeans, the Traveling Pants,
went on to do great things. This
is the story of the four friends
who made it possible.
The Second Summer of the
Sisterhood Aug 22 2021 When
Carmen and her friends
discover that jeans from a thrift
shop provide an uncanny fit for
all four of them, they form a
sisterhood, with the pants as
the symbol of their friendship,
and embark on a sweet-sixteen
summer.
He Who Fights with
Monsters Dec 14 2020 The
path from retail middle
management to
interdimensional wizard
adventurer wasn't easy, but
Jason Asano is settling into his
new life. Now, a contest draws
young elites to the city of
Greenstone, competing for a
grand prize. Jason must gather
a band of companions if he is to
stand a chance against the best
the world has to offer.While the
young adventurers are caught
up in competition, the city
leaders deal with revelations of
betrayal as a vast and terrible
enemy is revealed. Although
Jason seems uninvolved, he has
unknowingly crossed the
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enemy's path before. Friends
and foes made along the way
will lead him to cross it again
as inevitable conflict
looms.After cementing itself as
one of the best-rated serial
novels on Royal Road with an
astonishing 13 million views,
the He Who Fights with
Monsters Series is now
available on Kindle. It's perfect
for fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota
Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.
All for One Mar 05 2020 In this
dazzling finale to the trilogy
that began with the New York
Times bestselling Alex & Eliza:
A Love Story, the curtain closes
on the epic romance of
Alexander Hamilton and
Elizabeth Schuyler 1785. New
York, New York. As a young
nation begins to take shape,
Alexander Hamilton and
Elizabeth Schuyler are on top
of the world. They're the toast
of the town, keeping New York
City buzzing with tales of their
lavish parties, of Eliza's
legendary wit, and of Alex's
brilliant legal mind. But new
additions to Alex & Eliza's little
family mean change is afoot in
the Hamilton household. When
they agree to take in an
orphaned teenage girl along
with Eliza's oldest brother,
John Schuyler, Eliza can't help
but attempt a match. It's not
long before sparks start to fly .
. . if only Eliza can keep herself
from interfering too much in
the course of true love. After
all, she and Alex have an
arrival of their own to plan for,
though Alex's latest case brings
a perilous threat that may
destroy everything. The
sweeping love story of
Alexander Hamilton and
Elizabeth Schuyler comes to a
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close in All for One, the
riveting final installment of the
New York Times bestselling
Alex & Eliza trilogy.
The Second Summer of the
Sisterhood Apr 29 2022 As
four lifelong friends prepare to
split up for the summer, they
discover that a pair of
secondhand jeans looks good
on all of them, despite their
different physiques. They
promise to rotate the jeans
among them and, upon their
reunion at summer's end,
record their favorite
adventures on the pant legs.
Tamar Jul 29 2019 From
acclaimed British sensation
Mal Peet comes a masterful
story of adventure, love,
secrets, and betrayal in time of
war, both past and present.
When her grandfather dies,
Tamar inherits a box
containing a series of clues and
coded messages. Out of the
past, another Tamar emerges,
a man involved in the terrifying
world of resistance fighters in
Nazi-occupied Holland half a
century before. His story is one
of passionate love, jealousy,
and tragedy set against the
daily fear and casual horror of
the Second World War -- and
unraveling it is about to
transform Tamar’s life forever.
The Lullaby of Polish Girls
Feb 13 2021 Anna lives in
Brooklyn. But she didn't
always. She grew up in Kielce,
Poland, where the summers
were long and the politics
communist. When her parents
were indicted for their alliance
with anti-government forces,
Anna had to flee her homeland,
leaving her closest friends
behind. Now an adult, she lives
in the US and has lost touch
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with the girls she once knew,
the ones she missed so much as
a teenager that she'd sneak
back into Kielce hidden in the
back of a car just to share
another summer. When she
learns that one of them has
suffered a terrible tragedy, she
hurries home to Kielce. But
when she arrives, she'll find
more than she'd ever imagined.
It's finally time to face
everything that happened
during those childhood
summers long ago.
The Princess Companion Oct
31 2019 Second Print Edition
(US spelling) of The Princess
Companion: A Retelling of the
Princess and the Pea by
Melanie Cellier
Second Summer of the
Sisterhoo Oct 12 2020 With a
bit of last summer's sand in the
pockets, the Traveling Pants
and the sisterhood that wears
them--Bridget, Lena, Carmen,
and Tibby--embark on their
16th summer in this sequel to
"The Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants."
Girls in Pants: The Third
Summer of the Sisterhood
May 19 2021 The third novel in
the wildly popular #1 New
York Times bestselling
Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants series, from the author of
The Whole Thing Together and
The Here and Now. It’s the
summer before the sisterhood
departs for college . . . their
last real summer together
before they head off to start
their grown-up lives. It’s the
time when Lena, Tibby,
Bridget, and Carmen need their
Pants the most. Pants = love.
Love your pals. Love yourself.
“A fun and poignant coming-ofage story." —Entertainment
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Weekly “Readers of the other
books won’t be disappointed.”
—Booklist, Starred “A treat for
anyone.” —Los Angeles Times
“These are friends worth
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having.” —Chicago Tribune
Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants Sep 22 2021 All three
novels--The Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants, The Second
Summer of the Sisterhood, and
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Girls in Pants--in the
bestselling series are available
in a boxed set which includes
an exclusive magnet frame and
magnets of the Pants.
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